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How to edit display settings How to save a new copy of this 
E-magazine

How to text search How to use zoom options and 
move around an enlarged page

Guide to PDF Reader

Select “View >> Page Display” to edit the way 
you like to read E-magazine.

Press “Ctrl + F” and enter keyword(s).
If no match is found, broaden the category of 
keyword(s). This search function works on exact 
match of keyword(s).

Press “Shift + Ctrl + S” or select the 
“Save” option, and confirm your 
selection by choosing “Save a copy”.

Click either                    icon to zoom in or out 
a page.

“Hand Tool” enables moving around an 
enlarged page for reading convenience.

* The above guidelines are based on Adobe Reader. When using other PDF reading software, check “Help” function to 
edit page display settings. If reading this PDF E-magazine via Chrome, Firefox or IE, enable Adobe Plug-in to improve 
viewing experience.
Please feel free to comment regarding using this E-magazine by emailing: buyerservice@cens.com
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By QUINCY LIANG

Global sales of new electric vehicles (EVs), including plug-in hybrid electric 

vehicles (PHEVs) and battery electric vehicles (BEVs), in the first three quarters 

increased by 31 percent from the same period of last year to reach about 

330,000 units, driven by strong demand from China and Europe, according to 

Topology Research Institute (TRi), a market research firm under TrendForce. 

Global EV sales for 2015 are expected to top 450,000 units, with the annual 

Global PHEV & BEV Sales to 
Top 700,000 Units in 2016: 
TRi

Global EV (PHEV+BEV) Market 2012-2016. (Source: TRi, Nov. 2015)
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volume forecast to challenge some 

700,000 units in 2016, the research 

firm says. 

S.P. Chang, analyst of automotive 

electronics at TRi, points out that the 

global EV market is still firmly on the 

rapid-expansion track, and smooth 

sales in Europe and China have been 

seeding market development. He 

attributes such encouraging EV sales 

worldwide to subsidy policies adopted 

by various national governments, 

with China set to become the world's 

largest EV market in 2015 by investing 

aggressively various resources. 

Amid continual growth of the global 

EV market, TRi highlights the following 

trends. First, replacement of internal 

combustion engine (ICE) vehicles by 

EVs is a necessary and irreversible 

trend,  in which sales of  EVs wil l 

continue to increase quickly. TRi says 

that increasingly stringent vehicle 

emission standards worldwide, as well 

as the hazardous air pollution such as 

smog that mimics fog in China's major 

cities, will continue to accelerate such 

replacement. 

In addition, the research firm adds, 

the emergence of Smart EVs is of 

appropriate timing, adding a new 

growth momentum to global EV sales. 

Second, government subsidiy policies 

are playing and will continue to play a 

Mercedes-Benz's self-driving EV, the "Generation Z" self-driving BEV, unveiled recently. 
(photo from Internet)
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vital role to promote global EV sales. 

Fact is that most EVs, as the Tesla, 

are retail priced relatively higher than 

gasoline-engine counterparts but 

come with shortcomings as shorter 

range and lack of extensive refueling 

infrastructure, so need government 

s u b s i d i e s  t o  m o t i v a t e  b u y e r 

willingness. Such subsidy programs 

adopted by governments include 

direct cash subsidy, tax reduction 

and/or breaks, preferential purchase 

terms, etc. In addition, TRi says, some 

innovative business models, such as 

the option to buy vehicle and battery 

pack individually, are making EVs 

more affordable and easier to own for 

consumers. These subsidy policies and 

new business models are expected to 

further stimulate consumer's purchase 

willingness. 

Third, the electric vehicle equipment 

supply (EVES) sector is catching up to 

the development of the assembled-

EV market, as more and more parts 

developers and makers jump into the 

EV segment widely seen as having 

promising potential. In conjunction with 

increasing global EV sales volume, TRi 

says, demand for EV-related auxiliary 

equipment is also increasing rapidly, 

especially charging units, charging-

station solutions, and related energy-

storage equipment. 
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A new type of urban commuting or 
transportation vehicle was publicized 
recent ly  in  Ta iwan by  the  is land 's 
Institute for Information Industry (III) and 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology 
(MIT) of the U.S. 

The new vehicle, dubbed Persuasive 
Electric Vehicle (PEV), takes the form of 
an electric tricycle with a roof that protects 
a rider in foul weather, and will undergo 
trials for about one year in Taiwan. The 

PEV is likely to be regarded by some 
consumers to be another promising, urban 
commuting vehicle for traffic-congested 
cities on the island, like the YouBike 
in Taipei, reportedly one of the world's 
most successful public bicycle sharing 
programs to date, but with advantages as 
weather protection and green power. 

As the PEV is expected to be mass 
produced by Taiwanese makers in the 
future, the demonstration of the driverless 

By QUINCY LIANG

III of Taiwan and MIT of USA 
Introduce Autonomous PEV at 
TAF Innovation Center

The Persuasive Electric Vehicle, a joint project between MIT Media Labs 
and Taiwan's III. (photo from UDN)
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e-t r icyc le  a lso  saw at tendance by 
government officials, including Premier 
Mao Chi-Kuo, Deputy Economics Minster 
Shen Jong-chin, Industrial Development 
Bureau (IDB) Director General Wu Ming-
ji, etc. During his speech, Mao said that 
the PEV is a "MIT-Squared" joint effort or 
one that aims to tap the multiplier effect 
between MIT of Massachusetts and MIT 
or Made-in- Taiwan, which was green-
flagged by Kent Larson, director of the 
Changing Place group at MIT's Media Lab. 

IDB officials say that the PEV was created 
under the partnership of III and MIT, with 
a major portion of the e-tricycle having 
been produced by Taiwanese companies. 
Besides Michael Lin, research assistant 
at  the MIT Media Labs and a Ph.D. 
candidate at MIT, being from Taiwan, the 
officials quipped, about 90 percent of the 
e-tricycle's frame and key parts such as 
the radar, cameras are also supplied by 
Taiwanese makers. 

IDB's Director General Wu said that the 
PEV is just a conceptual prototype that 
can be developed into electric bicycle, 
tricycle, or motorcycle. In the future, he 
conceded, both the vehicle and related 
business models will be studied, though 
it will still take some time before mass 
production happens to form a supply 
chain on the island. 

III officials pointed out that the PEV is a 
big step forward for Taiwan in Internet of 
Vehicles (IoV) development. Through the 
use of sensor technology and cloud data 
processing, a moving vehicle will be able 
to react, aided by sensors and cloud data 
processing, to nearby cars and according 
to information on road conditions as well 
as provide customized, precise services. 

Testing in Taipei 
According to the IDB, the PEV will be 

tested at the Taiwan Air Force (TAF) 
Innovation Base in downtown Taipei. 
The trials will involve integrating city-
traffic information to accumulate valuable 
references and data, which will be used 
to form a framework upon which to build 
the most suitable transportation mode for 
the PEV in Taipei, capital of Taiwan. The 
enclosed TAF Innovation Base is perfect 
for testing the PEV, said Lin, as the vehicle 
will be allowed to move within a closed 
circuit, to learn the bike lanes and the 
surroundings to enable picking up data to 
learn to move without driver.  

Except the vehicle frame, Lin said, all the 
other parts of the PEV was developed and 
made in Taiwan. In the past two years, 
the PEV project cost total investment of 
about US$2 million, and by the end of 
2016, about 50 PEVs will be produced 
and transferred to MIT and five cities in 
Taiwan, Singapore, Germany, and the U.S. 
for road tests and data collection. 

The PEV 

Michael Lin (left) ,  Taiwanese research 
assistant at MIT Media Labs and core 
proponent of the PEV project. (photo from 
UDN)
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Essentially, the PEV combines three 
factors that research scientists Larson 
and Lin think the new generation of urban 
vehicles need: capacity to share, electric 
powertrain, and autonomous drive. The 
vehicle is designed to autonomously 
travel to a given point to pick up a 
passenger and then travel on bicycle 
lanes. A PEV rider has the options to 
either pedal the vehicle or rely on the 
electric motor. The vehicle is also suitable 
for couriers or package delivery, with a 
roof that conveniently protects a rider 
and merchandise, which is especially 
desirable in tropical and sub-tropical 
locales as Taipei and Singapore where 
downpours happen suddenly and damp, 
chilly weather occur frequently in winter.   

This PEV has radar detection and camera 
/ GPS orientation, also being capable of 
carrying passengers or cargo. Riders can 
just use the App "Spike" to call a PEV to 
navigate to designated locations. 

Spike is a social cycling App developed 
f o r  b i k e - s h a r i n g  p r o g r a m s .  T h e 
application persuades urban dwellers to 
cycle together, increasing the perceived 
level of safety, which is a social benefit 
that, when redeemed together, motivates 
behavioral change; while Frequent Biker 
Miles sustain such behavior. An essential 
feature is real-time information on current 
cycling locations of users of the social 
network or when they plan to bike, to 
facilitate bike dates. 

The PEV has electrical powertrain and 
power-assist pedal system, which enables 
users to choose to ride via partially-
manual or fully e-power mode At the 
same time, the internal GPS can calculate 
the shortest routes and slow the PEV 
or change routes in response to road 
conditions. 
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Powersports Engines 
& Parts

HUANG LIANG PRECISION ENTERPRISE CO., LTD.

INGGER RUBBER ENTERPRISE CO., LTD.
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Huang Liang 
Precision Enterprise Co., Ltd.
A Specialized Manufacturer of CNC Turning & Milling Parts in Taiwan
118 sets CNC Automatic Compound Lathe in-house

Main Product: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .   . . . . . . .  . . . . .   . . . . . . .
Automobile/ Motorbike/ Bicycle Parts: 
Choke Shaft, Oil pump shafts, Auto 
Bystarter, Check valce, Main jet, Needle 
jet, Fuel tap, Piston Pin, Joint pipe, Collar, 
Rollar, Screw Rod.

Reducing Valces:
Reducing valve, Swithch gear system, 
Adapter, Alarm, etc. 

Golf Club Component: 
Screw, Weight, Sleeve, Washer, Clip, Pin, 
Coupling, Double Angle Ring

Customized Services: 
Sports equipment, Digital camera, Implant and medical parts, Hardware for various 
applications, and Assorted turning parts, etc.

Qualified: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ISO/TS 16949-Second, ISO 9001:2008, 

ISO 14001:2004,  OHSAS 18001:2007

Huang Liang 
Precision Enterprise Co., Ltd.
No. 10, An Lin 5th Street, Yen Chao Dist., 
Kaohsiung City 82443, Taiwan 
Tel: 886-7-6166666 #181 #182
Fax: 886-7-6168655/0089   
E-mail: sales@huangliang.com   
http://www.huangliang.com    
Skype: sales.thl
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Ingger Rubber Enterprise Co., Ltd.
Oil Seals, Bumpers, Front Forks, O-Rings, Gaskets

INGGER RUBBER ENTERPRISE 

CO., LTD. is dedicated in "Oil 

Seals, Bumpers, Front Forks, 

O-Rings, Gaskets, Engine Mounts, 

Rubber Parts, Oil Rings, OEM 

Rubber Parts, Washers, Industrial 

Rubber Goods, Catch Plates" with 

operations in Taiwan.

Ingger Rubber Enterprise Co., Ltd.
No. 15, Chang-an 2nd St., Kuanghua Borough, 
Taiping Dist., Taichung City, Taiwan 411
Tel: 886-4-2393-1238
Fax: 886-4-2393-1239
E-Mail: 3ayingko@gmail.com
http://www.ingger.com
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FORSA ENTERPRISES CO., LTD.
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Professional shock absorber manufacturer

http://www.forsa-mdi.com

NO.6 Jing Chung Ro., Yung Kang Industrial Park,

Tainan , 710 Taiwan

TEL:+886-6-2317577

FAX:+886-2-2030948

EMAIL:info@forsa-mdi.com
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Systems & Parts

JHAN VING INDUSTRIAL CO., LTD.
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BRAKE PAD

CVT                     CLUTCH ASS’Y

OUTER                    BRAKE SHOE

INTIMA
TAIWAN BRAKE TECHNOLOGY CORP.
(JHAN VING INDUSTRIAL., LTD.)
Brake Pads, Brake Shoes & Linings, CVT, ATV
ISO9001  Certififcated

123-6, Zhonglun, Anding Dist., Tainan City 745, Taiwan
TEL: +886-6-5933800       FAX:+886-6-5933528
E-Mail: tbt@taiwanbrake.com
Website:http://www.taiwanbrake.com/

ENJOY YOUR BRAKE!
We are committed to improving
ourselves and providing first-grade
quality products.
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Powersports Mirrors

KONG JING TRADING CO., LTD.

MASCOT PARTS CO., LTD.
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A specialist in manufacturing  
motorcycle / scooter mirror

                   Company is a professional manufacturer of motorcycle and scooter mirror  in 
Taiwan, our company’ s R&D and QC have been developed through years of  experience.
We specialize in all types of motorcycle and scooter mirror including  L.E.D. light.We are 
your best choice for all your new motorcycle and scooter  mirror set projects.

We produce heavy / Light motorcycle & scooter mirror for Japan, 
Europe and U.S.A market. We also design fashion mirror including 
L.E.D light for universal type.
Other products :

Angle Stay Holder
Windshield

 Adaptor
Cargo Hook

Carbon fiber mirror/parts
Cowl Bumper

MASCOT PARTS CO., LTD.
No. 160, Liu Kuai Liao, An Ting Dist 74556 Tainan City Taiwan.
Tel: 886-6-593-8155        http://www.mpc-mirror.com.tw                
Fax: 886-6-593-8017       E-mail: kencom@ms35.hinet.net

     Mark Approved
ISO 9001 Quality Guaranteed
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Powersports General 
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FORMOSA SEIKO ELECTRONIC CO., LTD.

MENG KAE ENTERPRISE CO., LTD.
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Smart Parts for PTWs by Well-Known OEM  

Ignition/main switches

Fuel tank cap locks

Auto trunk openers

Helmet locksSeat locks
Pillion steps

Magnetic shutter locks

Oil level gauges

Since 1974

精工電機股份有限公司
Formosa Seiko Electronic Co., Ltd. 

70174 台灣台南市東區仁和路11-1號
No. 11-1, Renhe Rd., East Dist., Tainan City, Taiwan 70174
Tel: 886-6-267-2735     Fax: 886-6-269-2413
E-mail: a00297@jin-kun.com, jinkun@ms9.hinet.net

We supply OEM parts to Taiwan-based assembly 
plants including YAMAHA, KYMCO, SUZUKI, PGO, 
AEON etc., also applying 3C technology to 
develop intelligent anti-theft systems and PTW 
accessories to satisfy customers’ needs.
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10402 TTG-台益 況寶玉-全C

專業製造:汽、機車、自行車
．反光片．車燈殼．塑膠射出成品歡迎貿易商合作內外銷

※可幫國內廠商代工

盟凱實業有限公司 台南市安和路一段15巷32弄38號

No.38,Alley 32,Lane 15,Anho Rd.,Sec. 1,Tainan,Taiwan 709
Tel:06-251-6795,281-1986           Fax:06-281-8464
E-mail:b4321@ms8.hinet.net       http://www.cens.com/mengkae
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KENSWELL TUBE FORMING INC.
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pd4ml evaluation copy. visit http://pd4ml.com

Kitchen R/O Systems

KENSWELL TUBE
FORMING INC.
Company Overview:Kenswell was established 15 years ago as a specialized manufacturer of guide wire liners
and other types of liners. Our liners are available in a full range of specifications and materials for daily life and
other applications, such as bicycle, motorcycle and auto control cable sprayer tubes. Our company is also ISO
9002 quality certified.Product applications:Disc brake use, high-pressure b ...

Tel:886-4-2635-2315
Fax:886-4-2635-6959
E-mail: kenswell@ms33.hinet.net
Website: www.kenswell.com.tw

Reflective Coil packing Series Interior lubricated tube for Control
cable

Protective
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pd4ml evaluation copy. visit http://pd4ml.com

User instructions for foldable wire containers

SANE JEN
INDUSTRIAL CO., LTD.
Sane Jen Industrial Co., Ltd., was founded in 1984. It was specialized in developing and manufacturing folding
wire containers, trolley, folding storage shelves, stacking frames, metal pallet, wire display shelves, wire
decking, wire basket, wire netting… etc. for Logistics, Warehouse Storage and Supermarkets. The products
made of iron wire, steel tubes, steel plate and stainless steel are also available. ...

Tel:886-5-213-4789
Fax:886-5-213-4699
E-mail: sj-storage@umail.hinet.net
Website: www.sj-storage.com.tw
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Product Sourcing for 
Global Buyers

Source in your own language
         Less work but more productivity 

e-Age
CENS Global Pass, the Newest Sourcing Tool

9 languages for global accessibility

buyerservice@cens.com
CENS.com

Scan for iPad & iPad mini

See more by 
other language

Japanese Russian Spanish Portuguese German Arabic Chinese French
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